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US Stocks Decline On Disappointing US, European Data
By Jonathan Cheng

U.S. stocks fell as investors weighed disappointing U.S. and European economic data and weakness in
overseas markets.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 35 points, or 0.3%, to 13162, the Standard & Poor's 500-stock
index lost five points, or 0.4%, to 1408 and the Nasdaq Composite lost six points, or 0.2%, to 3114.

Materials and energy stocks declined the most on a day when commodity prices were much lower.
Alcoa, Caterpillar and United Technologies--three companies exposed to the global economic cycle--
were weak. They were also hurt by a report showing U.S. durable goods orders rose 2.2% in February,
rebounding from a weak January reading but coming in below expectations for a 3% rise.

Telecommunications companies were also lower after RBC cut its rating on Verizon Communications to
"sector perform" from "outperform." Both Verizon and AT&T were among the Dow's biggest decliners.

Those losses were offset somewhat by gains among financial and technology stocks. Bank of America,
American Express, Travelers and J.P. Morgan Chase all rose.

Investors were buoyed by remarks from Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke, who emphasized in a
televised interview Tuesday evening that he remains concerned about high unemployment, saying "it's
far too early to declare victory" on the recovery. To some investors, that has underscored the central
bank's commitment to keeping interest rates low, while keeping the door open to a further round of
monetary easing.

"Bernanke continues to say he's going to keep rates low and he reaffirmed that," said Carol Pepper,
president of Pepper International, a wealth management company. "Whether or not we get easing or not,
we'll get another month or two before he decides on that, but I think he's on a balancing point and he
clearly hasn't closed that option off."

In overseas markets, European stocks traded mostly lower as investors expressed some concern over
economic growth and the outlook for Spain. Citigroup's chief economist said the country could need a
bailout of some form by the end of the year, but said a debt restructuring was avoidable if the country
implements more radical fiscal and structural measures. Spanish 10-year government bonds continued
to trade above 5%, though they edged lower Wednesday to 5.336%, from 5.359% Tuesday.

Separately, U.K. economic growth contracted by a greater-than-expected 0.3% in the fourth quarter. The
European Central Bank said private-sector loan growth for the 17-nation euro zone slowed to 0.7% in
February from 1.1% in January.

The Stoxx Europe 600 fell 0.8%, and London's FTSE 100 fell 0.6%.

Asian bourses were mostly lower, highlighted by the 2.7% drop in China's Shanghai Composite to an
eight-week low in the wake of data out Tuesday indicating profits at the nation's largest industrial groups
declined. Elsewhere, Japan's Nikkei Stock Average lost 0.7% while Australia's S&P/ASX 200 rose 1%.

"There's some feeling of data weakness from China, and that's worrying because China is such a big
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engine for the world," Ms. Pepper says.

Crude-oil futures tumbled more than 2% to below $105 a barrel. A weekly report on crude-oil inventories
showed stockpiles much larger than expected. Gold futures fell to about $1,675 an ounce. The U.S.
dollar edged higher against the euro and slipped against the yen.

In corporate news, shares of Pentair surged after the maker of water treatment and storage systems
agreed to merge with Tyco International's pipes and valves unit, valuing the business at roughly $4.5
billion.

Goldman Sachs traded roughly flat after the banking giant bowed to shareholder pressure by agreeing to
change its board structure, a move that will allow Goldman's chief executive, Lloyd Blankfein, to keep
his job as chairman.

Family Dollar Stores advanced after the dollar-store chain reported fiscal second-quarter earnings that
topped estimates and revenue that matched expectations, but said average inventory per store rose by
11%.

PVH rose after the apparel maker reported fiscal fourth-quarter results that exceeded expectations, but
provided a first-quarter outlook that was below current projections, citing significantly higher product
costs.

Christopher & Banks tumbled after the women's apparel retailer's fiscal fourth-quarter loss was wider
than expected, and its revenue was less than anticipated.

Robbins & Myers rose after the maker of equipment for energy, chemical and industrial producers
reported fiscal second-quarter results that beat estimates and raised its full-year earnings outlook.

Sealy jumped after the bedding maker reported a fiscal first-quarter profit, better than expectations for a
breakeven quarter, on the back of strong international sales and improved gross margins.

Three companies also made their public debuts Wednesday. Annie's, a natural food company, jumped
on its listing. Hospital communication-system specialist Vocera Communications surged, while Regional
Management, a consumer management company, also rose.
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